
Dear Parents, 
 
It is our great pleasure to offer a ski trip to next year’s 
Year 6, 7 and 8.  The trip is to one of the highest resorts 
in Europe: Passo Tonale, in the Dolomite Mountains of 
Northern Italy.  
 
This is the first opportunity we have had to run this tried 
and tested excursion since the pandemic. An action-
packed and fun-filled trip, PassoTonale offers the boys 
excellent hotel accommodation, guaranteed skiing due 
to the resort’s impressive altitude and glacier, flights and coach transfers to reduce travelling 
times and all skiing equipment. We have done our best to keep the cost of the trip as reasonable 
as we can, but with the general increase in travel costs over the last year there has been an 
unavoidable increase on previous years. However, we believe that this trip offers the boys a high-
end skiing trip, with fully-qualified and highly experienced ski instructors to ensure they get the 
very best from their holiday. 
 
We have ensured that the dates of the trip do not clash with the Y8 Tonbridge Novi visit in order 
to allow interested Y8 boys to come along. We will fly from London Gatwick on the morning of 
Sunday 26th March, arriving at resort in the afternoon. We will have four full days of skiing, along 
with a full evening activities programme including full use of the hotel’s pool and dining facilities. 
The return journey is booked for Friday 31st March, arriving back at Gatwick in the afternoon.  
 
Basic Details 
Length of trip:   6 days / 5 nights 
Provisional Dates:  Sunday 26th  – Friday 31st March 2023 
Number in party:  Approximately 32 children and 4 staff  
Travel: Flight then coach transfer to resort. 
Accommodation: Hotel Miramonti, Passo 

Tonale, Italy 
 
Cost:    £1, 595.00 
 
N.B. Should there be fewer than 30 boys signing up for 
the trip, the cost would need to increase.  In this case we 
would write to parents to see if this would be viable. 
 
Passo Tonale 
An ideal, safe, snow-sure resort for school parties.  
The lifts are directly opposite the hotel. 

 100 km of piste.   

 30 lifts. 

 150 snow cannons  

 Longest run 7 km 

 6 mountain restaurants 
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 Altitude (max) 3016 m 

 Resort height 1883m 
 
Itinerary 
We hope to follow the itinerary below: 
Day 1     
Meet at Gatwick Airport, travel to Italian resort.   
Ski fit on arrival and settle into rooms. 
Days 2- 5  
Full day of skiing, with lunch/dinner at the hotel. 
Evening activities may include a quiz, swimming at hotel, 
“bum-boarding”, drinks/games at a café, pizza evening, 
film evening, shopping, award ceremony 
Day 6     
Coach transfer to departure airport, flight home, collection from Gatwick arrivals hall. 
 
Cost includes:   

 Flights and coach transfer to resort 

 Full winter sports insurance 

 High quality, secure hotel 
accommodation 

 All meals (3 full restaurant meals a 
day) 

 Lunch in a mountain restaurant 

 All equipment hire, including 
helmets (which are mandatory) 

 Lift pass 

 All ski tuition 

 All evening activities 
 

N.B.  Pocket money is not included.  Boys may like to have some pocket money to buy souvenirs / 
snacks / drinks, but this is entirely optional.  
 
Skiing 
The travel company uses its own instructors, 
all of whom are highly experienced and 
know the resort well. 
All abilities are catered for.  There are plenty 
of lifts and runs to suit everyone. 
Boys will ski in groups of only New Beacon 
boys. We cater for beginners, intermediates 
and advanced skiers. 
There are 6 lifts at village level for 
beginners. 
Beginners progress rapidly, and are usually 
on higher slopes within 2-3 days. 
There are long runs for intermediates. 
There are many challenging runs for advanced skiers, particularly high up on the glacier. 
Boys can be moved up and down groups as required. 
 
Snowtraxx 
Snowtraxx is the name of our travel company.  We have used them for the last 6 ski trips.  They 
are very knowledgeable, efficient and reliable.  The instructors are excellent with the boys.  They 



are a reputable ABTA bonded and ATOL protected company that specialises in school skiing 
excursions. 
 

 
Is this trip suitable for your child? 
 
Before signing up for the trip, please consider the following very carefully: 
1)  Your son must be independent enough and confident enough to spend 5 nights away from 
home, without contact with his family. 
2)  Your son must be reasonably well organised, and able to look after himself and his belongings. 
3)  Your son must be sensible enough to comply with ALL instructions given (this is vital in the 
interests of the safety of the group). 
4)  Your son must enjoy being outdoors, being active, and not minding the cold. 
5)  Your son must be sensible, reliable, mature enough not to require constant supervision. 
 
Please note that the nature of a ski trip may make it unsuitable for children who need to be under 
constant, direct adult supervision, e.g. children with serious allergies or medical conditions, and 
for children who find it difficult to concentrate, listen and follow instructions. 

 

 
 
 
Supervision and Health and Safety 
 
Skiing will only be allowed under the direct supervision 
of the qualified ski instructors during ski lessons.  There 
will be no skiing during lunchtimes or before and after ski 
lessons.  
Snowtraxx do not take boys to the snow park. 
Whilst on the ski slopes boys will stay with their ski 
instructor or a member of New Beacon staff AT ALL 
TIMES.   
 
There will be a staff/pupil ratio of approximately one member of staff to 8 boys on the trip. In 
addition, a member of the Snowtraxx team will be with our group the majority of the time.  
 
In certain areas (e.g. in airport terminals and at the hotel) boys will be allowed to go off in groups 
of three (minimum) within a small, restricted area, for a short period of time.  At such times, all 
staff will be in the area concerned.  Two members of staff will be ‘on duty’ in a strategic position 
(the meeting point), and the rest of the staff will patrol the area.  The boys will all know the exact 
whereabouts of the duty staff, and will be given a specific time at which to meet up again. 
 
A full risk assessment will be completed for this trip. 
 
The accompanying staff members have considerable experience in taking school parties abroad.   
Accompanying staff have had First Aid training.  
 

Passo Tonale 
 
Passo Tonale is one of Italy’s highest resorts.  The altitude varies between 1884m and 3100m.  The 
resort has excellent snow reliability and an extensive ski network of 30 lifts serving 100km of 
pistes.   
 



It is has a good snow record, extensive snow making facilities and has the Presena glacier for 
guaranteed skiing, making it an excellent choice for an Easter ski vacation. 
 
Passo Tonale has an efficient and modern lift system, which means very little queuing.  A revised 
section of lifts link Passo Tonale to the nearby resort of Ponte di Legno, which opens up a whole 
new accessible area for the more advanced skiers. Most lifts serve wide, sunny south-facing 
slopes, whilst on the other side of the valley the cable car will whisk you up to the Paradiso area 
and the Presena Glacier.  

 
The skiing is mostly above the tree line, with 100 km of skiable piste on both sides of the valley, 
often basking in long hours of sunshine. The Presena glacier and the resort's high altitude make for 
very reliable snow. The wide, open sunny slopes make the perfect spot for learning, and the 
intermediate or advanced skier will handle the whole mountain, as well as being able to develop 
their off-piste skills in some gentle terrain (fully supervised by the Ski School Instructor during 
lessons).  
 
Most of the pistes at Passo Tonale run down into the resort for an easy transfer back to the hotel. 
The IAPS British Ski Championships regularly hold their annual race meet at Passo Tonale. The 
village itself is a mixture of the modern and the traditional; it is popular with families and has a 
fun, relaxed vibe.  
 
 
Hotel Miramonti 
 
The Hotel Miramonti is in the best spot in Passo Tonale, just in 
front of the slopes (only 150m from the lifts!) and in the centre 
of town.   
Because it is so close, our group can return to the hotel for 
lunch, rest, relaxation, to warm up, rehydrate, recharge the 
batteries and reapply sunscreen before setting out for the 
afternoon ski session. 
It is a 4* hotel with 116 rooms.   
It is a large modern property with a comfortable alpine interior.   
The rooms are spacious and comfortable.   
The boys tend to be accommodated in rooms of between 2 and 4. 
Each room has its own bathroom. 
We will eat the majority our meals in the hotel’s restaurant.  



There is a modern boot room where we will store our ski equipment.   
We will have our own meeting room for evening activities. 
The hotel also offers school groups an extensive range of in-house facilities, including a swimming 
pool.   
The New Beacon has stayed at this hotel on four previous occasions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Booking 

 

1 If you wish your son to take part in the trip, please fill in the form (below) and return it to 

Mr Probert as soon as possible.  The closing date is Friday 27th May 2023. 

2 Your form must be accompanied by an initial deposit of £525.  This deposit is non-

refundable, unless your son does not get a place on the trip due to oversubscription or the 

trip does not run. 

3 Bank transfer details: Account name: Tonbridge School – New Beacon 

           Account Number: 25830937 

           Sort Code: 60-19-02 

           Reference: Ski Trip 2023 

4 Please note that commitments made to any other school trips should be honoured, and 

places must not be cancelled for the purpose of signing up for this trip.  Please sign up for 

this trip only if your intentions are serious. 

5 Please note that this trip has been scheduled so that it does not clash with the Y8 Tonbridge 

Novi visit.  



6 Should we have fewer than 32 boys who subscribe for this trip then the cost may have to 

increase.  We shall let you know if this is the case as soon as possible.  

 
 
 
Payment 
 

1 Total cost of the trip is £1595.00 
 

2 The first deposit of £525 is NON-REFUNDABLE (Except in the event of over-subscription 
or insufficient take-up) and is due by Friday 27th May 2023. 
 

3 Second and third instalments of £500 and £570 will be added to your school bill once 
the trip has been confirmed. We will write to you with further dates/details in due 
course. 

 
If you want to pay in full or before any deadlines, this can be arranged.   
 
 
We will adopt a ‘first come, first served’ policy. In the event of over-subscription boys will be put 
on to a reserve list, and in the event of another boy withdrawing from the trip, a place will be 
offered.  
 
In the event of fewer than 30 boys expressing an interest in the trip, prices will have to be 
revised. We also reserve the right to cancel the trip if there is not sufficient interest. In this 
event, all deposits will be refunded. 
 
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact Mr Probert directly by email 
(tp@newbeacon.org.uk) 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Mr T. Probert    
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If you would like your son to join the 2023 ski trip, please complete and 
return the form (below) to Mr Probert and arrange a bank transfer for the 

deposit of £525 (closing date:  Friday 27th May 2023) 

 
 
Is this trip suitable for your child? 
 
Before signing up for the trip, please consider the following very carefully: 
1  Your son must be independent enough and confident enough to spend 6 days away from 
home, without contact with his family. 
2  Your son must be reasonably well organised, and able to look after himself and his 
belongings. 
3  Your son must be sensible enough to comply with ALL instructions given (this is vital in the 
interests of the safety of the group). 
4  Your son must enjoy being outdoors, being active, and not minding the cold. 
5  Your son must be sensible, reliable, mature enough not to require constant supervision. 
 
Please note that the nature of a ski trip may make it unsuitable for children who need to be 
under constant, direct adult supervision, e.g. children with serious allergies or medical 
conditions and for children who find it difficult to concentrate, listen and follow instructions. 

 
Note for parents of next year’s Year 8:   
Parents should not be concerned that taking part in the ski trip will detract from scholarship / exam 
preparation, as the Easter holiday is long enough to allow plentiful study time. 
 
 
PLEASE COMPLETE SECTIONS 1 AND 2 OVERLEAF AND RETURN TO MR PROBERT, ALONG WITH A 
BANK TRANSFER DEPOSIT OF £525. 
 

PLEASE NOTE THAT IN THE EVENT THAT THE TRIP IS OVER-SUBSCRIBED, WE WILL ADOPT A 
‘FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED’ POLICY AND HOLD A RESERVE LIST. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



EASTER 2023 SKI TRIP TO PASSO TONALE, ITALY. 
 
Section 1.   To be completed by the parent: 
 
 
Son’s name:  ……………………………………………………  Form: ………… 
 

1 I would like my son to take part in the above trip, from Sunday 26th – Friday 31st 

March 2023. 

2 I have transferred an initial deposit of £525 which I understand is non-refundable, 

unless a place cannot be offered.   

3 I have read and accept the proposed safety precautions for the trip 

4 I agree that my son meets the criteria listed above,  and understand that he may be 

refused permission should there be concerns over medical conditions or his 

behaviour; 

5 I will arrange for my son to have his own passport for the trip, valid for at least three 

months from our return date. 

 

 

 

 

Signed : ………………………………………… Date:……………………… 

           

 

 

Section 2. To be completed by the pupil: 

 

I have read and understood the information regarding supervision arrangements in this letter. 

I agree to behave responsibly and to abide by all the rules and instructions given by the teachers 

and any authorities on the trip. 

 

 

Signed: …………………………………………. Date:  ………………………… 

 


